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The Size of 
Loyalty Fraud
Breaches 
LOSING CUSTOMER 
LOYALTY HAS A 
HIGH PRICE: 

Password Problems for dormant/inactive Loyalty Accounts
 

As vaccination and containment efforts progress, many economies are ready for a promising summer 
with hotels, airline travel, entertainment parks and other businesses preparing for a surge, with many 
customers anxious to access their loyalty programs and redeem the multitude of accrued miles and 
points they have been saving during the pandemic.

As these loyalty accounts remained mainly dormant during the past 12 months, many members have not accessed their accounts at 
all, let alone updated passwords. Couple this with 37 Billion records breached in 20201 alone, and the risk to theft of miles and 
fraudulent account access has increased exponentially.
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Yes, it has risen exponentially

It has stayed at the same level

I am not sure

Has your organization experienced Loyalty Fraud in the past 12 months?
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